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From #1 New York Times bestselling author Sandra Brown comes Hello, Darkness, a brilliant, fast-paced tale
about a woman haunted by her past and caught in a nightmare that threatens to destroy her future.

For Paris Gibson, her popular late-night radio show is both an escape and her one real contact with the
outside world. To her loyal listeners, she is a wise and trusted friend who not only takes their requests but
listens to their problems and occasionally dispenses advice.

Paris’s world of isolation is shattered when one listener—a man who identifies himself only as
“Valentino”—tells her that the girl he loves jilted him because of Paris's on-air advice. Now he intends to
exact his revenge: first he plans to kill the girl—then he will come after Paris.

Joined by the Austin police department, Paris plunges into a race against time in an effort to find Valentino
before he can carry out his threat. To her dismay, she finds that she must now work with crime psychologist
Dean Malloy, a man with whom she shares a history. His presence arouses old passions, forcing Paris to
confront painful memories that she had come to Austin to forget.

As the clock ticks down and Valentino’s threats come closer to becoming reality, Paris finds herself forced to
deal with a killer who may not be a stranger at all.

Tense and compelling right up to the chilling climax, Hello, Darkness is suspense at its very best, by the
author USA TODAY dubbed “a masterful storyteller, carefully crafting tales that keep readers on the edge of
their seats.”
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From reader reviews:

Sang Weems:

What do you think about book? It is just for students since they are still students or the idea for all people in
the world, exactly what the best subject for that? Simply you can be answered for that concern above. Every
person has several personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be forced someone or something
that they don't wish do that. You must know how great as well as important the book Hello, Darkness. All
type of book could you see on many methods. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Christopher Burnham:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in each way. By being competitive at this point, people
have do something to make these people survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and notice by
surrounding. One thing that often many people have underestimated the item for a while is reading. Yep, by
reading a book your ability to survive improve then having chance to stay than other is high. For you
personally who want to start reading any book, we give you this particular Hello, Darkness book as beginner
and daily reading publication. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Mary Bradford:

As we know that book is vital thing to add our know-how for everything. By a publication we can know
everything we want. A book is a range of written, printed, illustrated as well as blank sheet. Every year was
exactly added. This guide Hello, Darkness was filled about science. Spend your extra time to add your
knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has distinct feel when they reading a book. If
you know how big benefit of a book, you can experience enjoy to read a e-book. In the modern era like now,
many ways to get book which you wanted.

Denise Wentzel:

Do you like reading a book? Confuse to looking for your favorite book? Or your book has been rare? Why so
many problem for the book? But just about any people feel that they enjoy intended for reading. Some
people likes studying, not only science book but novel and Hello, Darkness as well as others sources were
given information for you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel would like to read more
and more. Science reserve was created for teacher or students especially. Those publications are helping
them to increase their knowledge. In different case, beside science reserve, any other book likes Hello,
Darkness to make your spare time far more colorful. Many types of book like here.
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